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Ali has ___ his hand but he is feeling
better now.
A. hurted
B. hurt
C. been hurted
D. had been hurted

Show Answer…
Correct Answer: B (Hurt)

Explanation:
The correct option is ‘Hurt’. In English, ‘Hurt’ is an irregular verb which means
its past simple and past participle forms are also ‘Hurt’. Therefore, the sentence
“Ali has hurt his hand but he is feeling better now” is correct. ‘Hurted’ and ‘Been
Hurted’ are incorrect forms and do not exist in English.

Deciphering the English Language: Irregular
Verbs

Understanding Irregular Verbs

Unlike regular verbs in English, which usually end in ‘ed’ in their past simple and
past participle forms, irregular verbs change their form in unique ways. The verb
‘Hurt’ is an example of an irregular verb, as its base, past simple, and past
participle forms are all the same: ‘Hurt’.

Examples of Irregular Verbs

Other examples of irregular verbs include ‘Go’ (went, gone), ‘Be’ (was/were,
been), ‘See’ (saw, seen), ‘Do’ (did, done) and many more. Learning these
irregular forms is essential for mastering English language fluency.
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The Importance of Learning Irregular Verbs

Irregular verbs play a crucial role in English language. Without understanding
them, it would be challenging to form correct past and perfect tense sentences.
Knowing the correct forms of these verbs is a significant part of becoming
proficient in English.

Common Mistakes with Irregular Verbs

Common mistakes with irregular verbs usually involve treating them like regular
verbs and adding ‘ed’ to form their past simple or past participle forms. For
example, saying ‘hurted’ instead of ‘hurt’. Another common mistake is using the
base form or past simple form when the past participle form is required.

Consider linking to these articles:

Copy linkThe Antonym of salvage is ________?
Copy linkChoose the conjunction: He’s old __ he’s strong.
Copy linkHe never thought twice about walking into danger and
___ cared if he survived or not.
Copy linkHow to Prepare English Subject for CSS Competitive
Exam?
Copy linkAn unknown person entered the house. (Name the
gender of HOUSE)?
Copy link“Success is not final, failure is not fatal: It is the
courage to continue that counts.” Said by whom?
Copy linkDid you do it on purpose?
Copy linkThe biggest men made lake of Pakistan is?
Copy linkWhat is the meaning of the term “philogyny”?
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have English grammar lessons and MCQs quizzes in all categories. MCQ in Quiz
FPSC, KPPSC, PPSC and SPSC are given in this section MCQ of English
language.   Additionally, NTS GAT and CSS vocabulary words are often asked in
every competitive exam update on our website with the due passage of time. As in
every test these days there is a specific portion of English MCQs. For English
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Therefore, English MCQs play a very vital role in the preparation of CSS, PMS
and all other job exams.   Furthermore, You can also Submit English MCQs. If
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